
ABCO Workstations/Desking Endure®



Mobile Docking Table

Organized Living 
The Endure Series features a docking system to give you the freedom to go with your workflow. Roll and lock 

them onto the end of two workstations and instantly, you have a shared work space. Roll them away and you 

have stylish free-standing tables. 

Shown in grey nebula and dove grey with black single groove t-mold edge
Seating by Harter
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Extended corner workstations and adaptable
workstations with full modesty panels, under 
top flipper door hutches and metal mobile 
pedestals

Workstations with 2/3 modesty panels, 
adaptable flair peninsulas and under top
flipper door hutches

Workstations and adaptable workstations 
with full modesty panels and under top 
flipper door hutches

Here’s How it Works
This Series features a system of surface and leg grommets, snap-on wire management trays 

and legs with lift-off covers to effectively conceal and channel cords vertically and horizon-

tally. For privacy, modesty panels are available in your choice of  2/3 or full height to suit your 

needs, and are fully removable when outlet access is needed. 3



Extended “P” Peninsula

Elements of Style

Extended “P” Peninsulas add interest as well as extra space to any office. 

The additional room can easily handle large projects or small meetings. 
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Shown in beige nebula and black with black single groove t-mold edge
Seating by Fixtures Furniture and Harter

Radius corner workstations and adaptable workstations 
with 2/3 modesty panel, privacy panels and double 
door armoire

Workstations and adaptable workstations with full 
modesty panels, adaptable flair peninsulas and under 
top flipper door hutches

Extended corner workstations with 2/3 modesty panels, 
mobile docking table and under top flipper door hutches

Space Solutions

Locking Single or Double Door Armoires mean employees have enough secure space to store 

coats or briefcases. Under Top Flipper Door Hutches feature doors that roll in instead of over 

the top, providing a convenient and attractive storage solution.
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Endure Flair Peninsulas

Do Business with a Flair

With a single stretch, Flair Peninsulas give your office more style and substance. 

Two versions, adaptable and extended, provide more workspace and a distinct look. 

The adaptable, durable Peninsula
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Radius corner workstations and adaptable workstations 
with 2/3 modesty panel, privacy panels and double 
door armoire

Workstations and adaptable workstations with full 
modesty panels, adaptable flair peninsulas and under
top flipper door hutches

Extended corner workstations with 2/3 modesty panels, 
mobile  docking table and under top flipper door 
hutches.

Shown in wild cherry and black with black single groove t-mold edge
Seating by Fixtures and Harter

Built to Last

The remarkable durability of The Endure Series is maintained through superior construction of 

A-grade components. High-pressure laminated tops and single-groove, t-mold edge treatments 

are tough enough to resist scratches and dings. Powder coat epoxy paint on metal understruc-

tures can take a full measure of scuffs and bumps and still look new. A broad palette of colors, 

paint finishes and edge treatment colors is compatible with any office environment. 7



Single grove t-mold
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Workstation Top Shapes

Endure Accessories

Single and double door armoires                                        Lateral files and optional top                                                  Mobile docking table

Full and 2/3 modesty panel options                                               Privacy panel                                                         Under top flipper door hutch 

 Extended Corner        Straight Corner    Radius Corner           Adaptable Flair               Extended Flair               Extended “P”           Mobile Docking 
                                                 Peninsula                        Peninsula                       Peninsula                      Table

4121 Rushton St.   Florence, AL 35630   800.336.0070   abcofurniture.com

Finishes 
TopColors             Paint Finishes Edges

Dove Grey        Khaki                Slate Grey         Black                
                       

Gray                 Graphite            Pewter              Woolamai       Illawarra
Nebula             Nebula              Brush                Brush              Brush
 

Fusion         Natural               Monticello        Huntington       Wild
Maple                 Pear                     Maple              Maple                Cherry

Slate Grey

Black

Dove Grey

Khaki
Versailles          Empire              Golden           Medium          Winchester
Anigre                Mahogany         Oak                Lanty Oak        Walnut

Titanium EV       Silicon EV        Olive                Bronze           Evening        
                                                  Legacy             Legacy           Tigris

Note: Due to the limitations of the printing process, 
printed colors may vary from actual finish samples.

(High pressure laminate only)


